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Html & Xhtml The Definitive Guide, 6/E
A revised and updated edition offers comprehensive coverage of ECMAScript 5 (the
new JavaScript language standard) and also the new APIs introduced in HTML5,
with chapters on functions and classes completely rewritten and updated to match
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current best practices and a new chapter on language extensions and subsets.
Original.

Hadoop: The Definitive Guide
JavaScript--the powerful, object-based scripting language that can be embedded
directly into HTML pages--has earned its place in the web developer's toolkit, to the
extent that it's now considered required knowledge for web developers. You can
use JavaScript to create dynamic, interactive applications that run completely
within a web browser. JavaScript is also the language of choice for developing
Dynamic HTML content. Because its syntax is based on the popular programming
languages C, C++, and Java, JavaScript is familiar and easy to learn for
experienced programmers. At the same time, it's an interpreted scripting
language, providing a flexible, forgiving programming environment for new
programmers. The JavaScript Pocket Reference, 2nd Edition, provides a complete
overview of the core JavaScript language and client-side scripting environment, as
well as quick-reference material on core and client-side objects, methods, and
properties. The new edition has been revised to cover JavaScript 1.5, and is
particularly useful for developers working with the standards-compliant web
browsers, such as Internet Explorer 6, Netscape 7, and Mozilla. Ideal as an
introduction for beginners and a quick reference for advanced developers, this
pocket-sized book is easy to take anywhere and serves as the perfect companion
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volume to the bestselling JavaScript: The Definitive Guide, 4th Edition. O'Reilly's
Pocket References have become a favorite among developers everywhere. By
providing a wealth of important details in a concise, well-organized format, these
handy books deliver just what you need to complete the task at hand. When you've
reached a sticking point and need to get to the answer quickly, the new JavaScript
Pocket Reference is the book you'll want close at hand.

Effective JavaScript
Put everything you need to know about HTML & XHTML at your fingertips. For
nearly a decade, hun¬dreds of thousands of web developers have turned to HTML
& XHTML: The Definitive Guide to master standards-based web development. Truly
a definitive guide, this book combines a unique balance of tutorial material with a
comprehensive reference that even the most experienced web professionals keep
close at hand. From basic syntax and semantics to guidelines aimed at helping you
develop your own dis¬tinctive style, this classic is all you need to become fluent in
the language of web design.

JavaScript, A Beginner's Guide, Third Edition
"As someone who uses jQuery on a regular basis, it was surprising to discover how
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much of the library I’m not using. This book is indispensable for anyone who is
serious about using jQuery for non-trivial applications."-- Raffaele Cecco, longtime
developer of video games, including Cybernoid, Exolon, and Stormlord jQuery is
the "write less, do more" JavaScript library. Its powerful features and ease of use
have made it the most popular client-side JavaScript framework for the Web. Ideal
for JavaScript developers at all skill levels, this book is jQuery's trusty companion:
the definitive "read less, learn more" guide to the library. jQuery Pocket Reference
explains everything you need to know about jQuery, completely and
comprehensively. You'll learn how to: Select and manipulate document elements
Alter document structure Handle and trigger events Create visual effects and
animations Script HTTP with Ajax utilities Use jQuery's selectors and selection
methods, utilities, plugins and more The 25-page quick reference summarizes the
library, listing all jQuery methods and functions, with signatures and descriptions.

High Performance JavaScript
After years of using spacer GIFs, layers of nested tables, and other improvised
solutions for building your web sites, getting used to the more stringent standardscompliant design can be intimidating. HTML and XHTML Pocket Reference is the
perfect little book when you need answers immediately. Jennifer Niederst-Robbins,
author Web Design in a Nutshell, has revised and updated the fourth edition of this
pocket guide by taking the top 20% of vital reference information from her Nutshell
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book, augmenting it judiciously, cross-referencing everything, and organizing it
according to the most common needs of web developers. The result is a handy
book that offers the bare essentials on web standards in a small, concise format
that you can use carry anywhere for quick reference. HTML and XHTML Pocket
Reference features easy-to-find listings of every HTML and XHTML tag, and every
Cascading Style Sheet value. It's an indispensable reference for any serious web
designer, author, or programmer who needs a fast on-the-job resource when
working with established web standards.

Spark: The Definitive Guide
Make your Web pages stand out above the noise with JavaScript and the expert
instruction in this much-anticipated update to the bestselling JavaScript Bible. With
renowned JavaScript expert Danny Goodman at your side, you’ll get a thorough
grounding in JavaScript basics, see how it fits with current Web browsers, and find
all the soup-to-nuts detail you’ll need. Whether you’re a veteran programmer or
just starting out, this is the JavaScript book Web developers turn to again and
again. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as
part of eBook file.

JavaScript Everywhere
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So you're ready to make the leap from writing HTML and CSS web pages to
creating dynamic web applications. You want to take your web skills to the next
level. And you're finally ready to add "programmer" to the resume. It sounds like
you're ready to learn the Web's hottest programming language: JavaScript. Head
First JavaScript is your ticket to going beyond copying and pasting the code from
someone else's web site, and writing your own interactive web pages. With Head
First JavaScript, you learn: The basics of programming, from variables to types to
looping How the web browser runs your code, and how you can talk to the browser
with your code Why you'll never have to worry about casting, overloading, or
polymorphism when you're writing JavaScript code How to use the Document
Object Model to change your web pages without making your users click buttons If
you've ever read a Head First book, you know what to expect -- a visually rich
format designed for the way your brain works. Head First JavaScript is no
exception. It starts where HTML and CSS leave off, and takes you through your first
program into more complex programming concepts -- like working directly with the
web browser's object model and writing code that works on all modern browsers.
Don't be intimidated if you've never written a line of code before! In typical Head
First style, Head First JavaScript doesn't skip steps, and we're not interested in
having you cut and paste code. You'll learn JavaScript, understand it, and have a
blast along the way. So get ready dynamic and exciting web pages are just pages
away.
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The Definitive Guide to Pylons
For web developers and other programmers interested in using JavaScript, this
bestselling book provides the most comprehensive JavaScript material on the
market. The seventh edition represents a significant update, with new information
for ECMAScript 2020, and new chapters on language-specific features. JavaScript:
The Definitive Guide is ideal for experienced programmers who want to learn the
programming language of the web, and for current JavaScript programmers who
want to master it.

Learning Web Design
JavaScript for Kids is a lighthearted introduction that teaches programming
essentials through patient, step-by-step examples paired with funny illustrations.
You’ll begin with the basics, like working with strings, arrays, and loops, and then
move on to more advanced topics, like building interactivity with jQuery and
drawing graphics with Canvas. Along the way, you’ll write games such as Find the
Buried Treasure, Hangman, and Snake. You’ll also learn how to: Create functions to
organize and reuse your codeWrite and modify HTML to create dynamic web
pagesUse the DOM and jQuery to make your web pages react to user inputUse the
Canvas element to draw and animate graphicsProgram real user-controlled games
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with collision detection and score keeping With visual examples like bouncing balls,
animated bees, and racing cars, you can really see what you’re programming.
Each chapter builds on the last, and programming challenges at the end of each
chapter will stretch your brain and inspire your own amazing programs. Make
something cool with JavaScript today! Ages 10+ (and their parents!)

jQuery Pocket Reference
What is this book about? JavaScript is the language of the Web. Used for
programming all major browsers, JavaScript gives you the ability to enhance your
web site by creating interactive, dynamic, and personalized pages. Our focus in
this book is on client-side scripting, but JavaScript is also hugely popular as a
scripting language in server-side environments, a subject that we cover in later
chapters. What does this book cover? Beginning JavaScript assumes no prior
knowledge of programming languages, but will teach you all the fundamental
concepts that you need as you progress. After covering the core JavaScript
language, you'll move on to learn about more advanced techniques, including
Dynamic HTML, using cookies, debugging techniques, and server-side scripting
with ASP. By the end of this book, you will have mastered the art of using
JavaScript to create dynamic and professional-looking web pages. Here are a few
of the things you'll learn in this book: Fundamental programming concepts
Comprehensive practical tutorial in JavaScript Cross-browser scripting, including
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Netscape 6 Cookie creation and use Plug-ins and ActiveX controls Dynamic HTML
Scripting the W3C DOM Server-side JavaScript with ASP Who is this book for? This
book is for anyone who wants to learn JavaScript. You will need a very basic
knowledge of HTML, but no prior programming experience is necessary. Whether
you want to pick up some programming skills, or want to find out how to transfer
your existing programming knowledge to the Web, then this book is for you. All you
need is a text editor (like Notepad) and a browser, and you're ready to go!

Eloquent JavaScript
Now in its sixth edition, JAVASCRIPT guides beginning programmers through web
application development using the JavaScript programming language. As with
previous editions of the book, the authors introduce key web authoring techniques
with a strong focus on industry application. New coverage includes developing for
touchscreen and mobile devices, and using the jQuery library. A real-world project,
similar to what students would encounter in a professional setting, is developed
chapter by chapter. Because professional web development jobs often require
programmers to add features to existing sites, each chapter project uses a
professionally designed web site. After completing a course using this textbook,
students will be able to use JavaScript to build professional quality, dynamic web
sites. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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JavaScript
If you're like most developers, you rely heavily on JavaScript to build interactive
and quick-responding web applications. The problem is that all of those lines of
JavaScript code can slow down your apps. This book reveals techniques and
strategies to help you eliminate performance bottlenecks during development.
You'll learn how to improve execution time, downloading, interaction with the DOM,
page life cycle, and more. Yahoo! frontend engineer Nicholas C. Zakas and five
other JavaScript experts—Ross Harmes, Julien Lecomte, Steven Levithan, Stoyan
Stefanov, and Matt Sweeney—demonstrate optimal ways to load code onto a page,
and offer programming tips to help your JavaScript run as efficiently and quickly as
possible. You'll learn the best practices to build and deploy your files to a
production environment, and tools that can help you find problems once your site
goes live. Identify problem code and use faster alternatives to accomplish the
same task Improve scripts by learning how JavaScript stores and accesses data
Implement JavaScript code so that it doesn't slow down interaction with the DOM
Use optimization techniques to improve runtime performance Learn ways to
ensure the UI is responsive at all times Achieve faster client-server communication
Use a build system to minify files, and HTTP compression to deliver them to the
browser
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Learning JavaScript
Learn how to build interactive, data-driven websites—even if you don’t have any
previous programming experience. If you know how to build static sites with HTML,
this popular guide will help you tackle dynamic web programming. You’ll get a
thorough grounding in today’s core open source technologies: PHP, MySQL,
JavaScript, and CSS. Explore each technology separately, learn how to combine
them, and pick up valuable web programming concepts along the way, including
objects, XHTML, cookies, and session management. This book provides review
questions in each chapter to help you apply what you’ve learned. Learn PHP
essentials and the basics of object-oriented programming Master MySQL, from
database structure to complex queries Create web pages with PHP and MySQL by
integrating forms and other HTML features Learn JavaScript fundamentals, from
functions and event handling to accessing the Document Object Model Pick up CSS
basics for formatting and styling your web pages Turn your website into a highly
dynamic environment with Ajax calls Upload and manipulate files and images,
validate user input, and secure your applications Explore a working example that
brings all of the ingredients together

Cassandra: The Definitive Guide
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Demonstrates the control and flexibility Cascading Style Sheets bring to Web
design, covering selectors and structure, units, text manipulation, colors,
backgrounds, borders, visual formatting, and positioning.

Big Java
“It’s uncommon to have a programming language wonk who can speak in such
comfortable and friendly language as David does. His walk through the syntax and
semantics of JavaScript is both charming and hugely insightful; reminders of
gotchas complement realistic use cases, paced at a comfortable curve. You’ll find
when you finish the book that you’ve gained a strong and comprehensive sense of
mastery.” —Paul Irish, developer advocate, Google Chrome “This is not a book for
those looking for shortcuts; rather it is hard-won experience distilled into a guided
tour. It’s one of the few books on JS that I’ll recommend without hesitation.” —Alex
Russell, TC39 member, software engineer, Google In order to truly master
JavaScript, you need to learn how to work effectively with the language’s flexible,
expressive features and how to avoid its pitfalls. No matter how long you’ve been
writing JavaScript code, Effective JavaScript will help deepen your understanding of
this powerful language, so you can build more predictable, reliable, and
maintainable programs. Author David Herman, with his years of experience on
Ecma’s JavaScript standardization committee, illuminates the language’s inner
workings as never before—helping you take full advantage of JavaScript’s
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expressiveness. Reflecting the latest versions of the JavaScript standard, the book
offers well-proven techniques and best practices you’ll rely on for years to come.
Effective JavaScript is organized around 68 proven approaches for writing better
JavaScript, backed by concrete examples. You’ll learn how to choose the right
programming style for each project, manage unanticipated problems, and work
more successfully with every facet of JavaScript programming from data structures
to concurrency. Key features include Better ways to use prototype-based objectoriented programming Subtleties and solutions for working with arrays and
dictionary objects Precise and practical explanations of JavaScript’s functions and
variable scoping semantics Useful JavaScript programming patterns and idioms,
such as options objects and method chaining In-depth guidance on using
JavaScript’s unique “run-to-completion” approach to concurrency

Head First HTML5 Programming
Most programming languages contain good and bad parts, but JavaScript has more
than its share of the bad, having been developed and released in a hurry before it
could be refined. This authoritative book scrapes away these bad features to reveal
a subset of JavaScript that's more reliable, readable, and maintainable than the
language as a whole—a subset you can use to create truly extensible and efficient
code. Considered the JavaScript expert by many people in the development
community, author Douglas Crockford identifies the abundance of good ideas that
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make JavaScript an outstanding object-oriented programming language-ideas such
as functions, loose typing, dynamic objects, and an expressive object literal
notation. Unfortunately, these good ideas are mixed in with bad and downright
awful ideas, like a programming model based on global variables. When Java
applets failed, JavaScript became the language of the Web by default, making its
popularity almost completely independent of its qualities as a programming
language. In JavaScript: The Good Parts, Crockford finally digs through the
steaming pile of good intentions and blunders to give you a detailed look at all the
genuinely elegant parts of JavaScript, including: Syntax Objects Functions
Inheritance Arrays Regular expressions Methods Style Beautiful features The real
beauty? As you move ahead with the subset of JavaScript that this book presents,
you'll also sidestep the need to unlearn all the bad parts. Of course, if you want to
find out more about the bad parts and how to use them badly, simply consult any
other JavaScript book. With JavaScript: The Good Parts, you'll discover a beautiful,
elegant, lightweight and highly expressive language that lets you create effective
code, whether you're managing object libraries or just trying to get Ajax to run
fast. If you develop sites or applications for the Web, this book is an absolute must.

HTML & XHTML Pocket Reference
JavaScript is the little scripting language that could. Once used chiefly to add
interactivity to web browser windows, JavaScript is now a primary building block of
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powerful and robust applications. In this practical book, new and experienced
JavaScript developers will learn how to use this language to create APIs as well as
web, mobile, and desktop applications. Author and engineering leader Adam D.
Scott covers technologies such as Node.js, GraphQL, React, React Native, and
Electron. Ideal for developers who want to build full stack applications and
ambitious web development beginners looking to bootstrap a startup, this book
shows you how to create a single CRUD-style application that will work across
several platforms. Explore GraphQL’s simple process for querying data Learn about
shared authentication for APIs, web apps, and native applications Build performant
web applications with React and Styled Components Use React Native to write
cross-platform applications for iOS and Android that compile to native code Learn
how to write desktop applications with Electron

Beginning JavaScript
In this book, cofounder and lead developer James Gardner brings you a
comprehensive introduction to Pylons, the web framework that uses the best of
Ruby, Python, and Perl and the emerging WSGI standard to provide structure and
flexibility. You’ll learn how to create your own Pylons-driven web site and attain the
mastery of advanced Pylons features. You’ll also learn how to stretch Pylons to its
fullest ability, as well as share Gardner’s unique insight and extensive experience
in developing and deploying Pylons for a wide variety of situations.
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Guide to Analysing Companies
Big Java: Early Objects, 7th Edition focuses on the essentials of effective learning
and is suitable for a two-semester introduction to programming sequence. This text
requires no prior programming experience and only a modest amount of high
school algebra. Objects and classes from the standard library are used where
appropriate in early sections with coverage on object-oriented design starting in
Chapter 8. This gradual approach allows students to use objects throughout their
study of the core algorithmic topics, without teaching bad habits that must be unlearned later. The second half covers algorithms and data structures at a level
suitable for beginning students. Choosing the enhanced eText format allows
students to develop their coding skills using targeted, progressive interactivities
designed to integrate with the eText. All sections include built-in activities, openended review exercises, programming exercises, and projects to help students
practice programming and build confidence. These activities go far beyond
simplistic multiple-choice questions and animations. They have been designed to
guide students along a learning path for mastering the complexities of
programming. Students demonstrate comprehension of programming structures,
then practice programming with simple steps in scaffolded settings, and finally
write complete, automatically graded programs. The perpetual access VitalSource
Enhanced eText, when integrated with your school's learning management system,
provides the capability to monitor student progress in VitalSource SCORECenter
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and track grades for homework or participation. *Enhanced eText and interactive
functionality available through select vendors and may require LMS integration
approval for SCORECenter.

The Definitive Guide to Jython
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Create dynamic Web pages complete with special
effects using today's leading Web development language. JavaScript: A Beginner's
Guide, Third Edition gives you step-by-step coverage of the fundamentals,
including variables, functions, operators, event handlers, objects, arrays, strings,
forms, and frames. You'll also learn about more advanced techniques, including
debugging and security. This hands-on guide explains how JavaScript works with
XHTML Transitional and covers the new features available in JavaScript. Get started
using JavaScript right away with help from this fast-paced tutorial. Designed for
Easy Learning: Key Skills & Concepts--Chapter-opening lists of specific skills
covered in the chapter Ask the Expert--Q & A sections filled with bonus information
and helpful tips Try This--Hands-on exercises that show you how to apply your
skills Notes--Extra information related to the topic being covered Tips--Helpful
reminders or alternate ways of doing things Self Tests--End-of-chapter reviews to
test your knowledge Annotated syntax--Example code with commentary that
describes the programming techniques being illustrated
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The Grip Book
Hadoop: The Definitive Guide helps you harness the power of your data. Ideal for
processing large datasets, the Apache Hadoop framework is an open source
implementation of the MapReduce algorithm on which Google built its empire. This
comprehensive resource demonstrates how to use Hadoop to build reliable,
scalable, distributed systems: programmers will find details for analyzing large
datasets, and administrators will learn how to set up and run Hadoop clusters.
Complete with case studies that illustrate how Hadoop solves specific problems,
this book helps you: Use the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for storing
large datasets, and run distributed computations over those datasets using
MapReduce Become familiar with Hadoop's data and I/O building blocks for
compression, data integrity, serialization, and persistence Discover common
pitfalls and advanced features for writing real-world MapReduce programs Design,
build, and administer a dedicated Hadoop cluster, or run Hadoop in the cloud Use
Pig, a high-level query language for large-scale data processing Take advantage of
HBase, Hadoop's database for structured and semi-structured data Learn
ZooKeeper, a toolkit of coordination primitives for building distributed systems If
you have lots of data -- whether it's gigabytes or petabytes -- Hadoop is the perfect
solution. Hadoop: The Definitive Guide is the most thorough book available on the
subject. "Now you have the opportunity to learn about Hadoop from a master-not
only of the technology, but also of common sense and plain talk."-- Doug Cutting,
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Hadoop Founder, Yahoo!

Head First JavaScript
Gain the essential skills of a professional grip to become the jack and master of all
trades on a movie or television show set. Discover vital insider tips ranging from
how to operate cutting-edge rigging and lighting equipment to performing difficult
camera mounts on aircraft, boats, cars, and trains. In The Grip Book, Fifth Edition,
seasoned Hollywood grip Michael G. Uva teaches you to install, set up, maintain,
and ensure the safety of all equipment on a set, such as C-stands, cameras, and
any specialty gear needed for a shoot. Guidelines for on-set etiquette and how to
succeed as a technical crew member will jumpstart your career and make you a
valuable asset on any film or television crew. This newly enhanced edition marks
the 25th anniversary of a Focal Press classic and has been updated to include: A
4-color insert covering greenscreen setup Technical expertise on maintaining the
latest and greatest filmmaking equipment Engaging how-to videos on the
companion website (www.focalpress.com/9780415842372) which demonstrate
techniques described in the book A completely new test section with over one
hundred questions and answers, allowing you to quiz yourself on the techniques
and concepts you’ve just read Guidelines on what a grip has to be physically able
to perform in their day-to-day duties A European-specific appendix that features a
table of European grip terms and their American equivalents Whether you are a
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professional grip looking to boost your skills or an aspiring one just beginning to
learn the trade, the time-tested tips and techniques for smooth and safe operation
on set make this new edition an indispensable reference guide.

JavaScript: The Good Parts
Ready to unlock the power of your data? With this comprehensive guide, you’ll
learn how to build and maintain reliable, scalable, distributed systems with Apache
Hadoop. This book is ideal for programmers looking to analyze datasets of any
size, and for administrators who want to set up and run Hadoop clusters. You’ll find
illuminating case studies that demonstrate how Hadoop is used to solve specific
problems. This third edition covers recent changes to Hadoop, including material
on the new MapReduce API, as well as MapReduce 2 and its more flexible
execution model (YARN). Store large datasets with the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) Run distributed computations with MapReduce Use Hadoop’s data
and I/O building blocks for compression, data integrity, serialization (including
Avro), and persistence Discover common pitfalls and advanced features for writing
real-world MapReduce programs Design, build, and administer a dedicated Hadoop
cluster—or run Hadoop in the cloud Load data from relational databases into HDFS,
using Sqoop Perform large-scale data processing with the Pig query language
Analyze datasets with Hive, Hadoop’s data warehousing system Take advantage of
HBase for structured and semi-structured data, and ZooKeeper for building
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JavaScript for Kids
Provides information on designing a VoIP or analog PBX using Asterisk, covering
how to install, configure, and intergrate the software into an existing phone
system.

Cascading Style Sheets
Imagine what you could do if scalability wasn't a problem. With this hands-on
guide, you’ll learn how the Cassandra database management system handles
hundreds of terabytes of data while remaining highly available across multiple data
centers. This expanded second edition—updated for Cassandra 3.0—provides the
technical details and practical examples you need to put this database to work in a
production environment. Authors Jeff Carpenter and Eben Hewitt demonstrate the
advantages of Cassandra’s non-relational design, with special attention to data
modeling. If you’re a developer, DBA, or application architect looking to solve a
database scaling issue or future-proof your application, this guide helps you
harness Cassandra’s speed and flexibility. Understand Cassandra’s distributed and
decentralized structure Use the Cassandra Query Language (CQL) and cqlsh—the
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CQL shell Create a working data model and compare it with an equivalent
relational model Develop sample applications using client drivers for languages
including Java, Python, and Node.js Explore cluster topology and learn how nodes
exchange data Maintain a high level of performance in your cluster Deploy
Cassandra on site, in the Cloud, or with Docker Integrate Cassandra with Spark,
Hadoop, Elasticsearch, Solr, and Lucene

Hadoop: The Definitive Guide
A guide for experienced programmers demonstrates the core JavaScript language,
offers examples of common tasks, and contains an extensive reference to
JavaScript commands, objects, methods, and properties.

JavaScript: The Web Warrior Series
Like it or not, JavaScript is everywhere these days—from browser to server to
mobile—and now you, too, need to learn the language or dive deeper than you
have. This concise book guides you into and through JavaScript, written by a
veteran programmer who once found himself in the same position. Speaking
JavaScript helps you approach the language with four standalone sections. First, a
quick-start guide teaches you just enough of the language to help you be
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productive right away. More experienced JavaScript programmers will find a
complete and easy-to-read reference that covers each language feature in depth.
Complete contents include: JavaScript quick start: Familiar with object-oriented
programming? This part helps you learn JavaScript quickly and properly. JavaScript
in depth: Learn details of ECMAScript 5, from syntax, variables, functions, and
object-oriented programming to regular expressions and JSON with lots of
examples. Pick a topic and jump in. Background: Understand JavaScript’s history
and its relationship with other programming languages. Tips, tools, and libraries:
Survey existing style guides, best practices, advanced techniques, module
systems, package managers, build tools, and learning resources.

CSS Pocket Reference
When you're working with CSS and need a quick answer, CSS Pocket Reference
delivers. This handy, concise book provides all of the essential information you
need to implement CSS on the fly. Ideal for intermediate to advanced web
designers and developers, the 4th edition is revised and updated for CSS3, the
latest version of the Cascading Style Sheet specification. Along with a complete
alphabetical reference to CSS3 selectors and properties, you'll also find a short
introduction to the key concepts of CSS. Based on Cascading Style Sheets: The
Definitive Guide, this reference is an easy-to-use cheatsheet of the CSS
specifications you need for any task at hand. This book helps you: Quickly find and
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adapt the style elements you need Learn how CSS3 features complement and
extend your CSS practices Discover new value types and new CSS selectors
Implement drop shadows, multiple backgrounds, rounded corners, and border
images Get new information about transforms and transitions

JavaScript Pocket Reference
In today's volatile, complex and fast-moving business world, it can be difficult to
gauge how sound a company really is. An apparently strong balance sheet and
impressive reported profits may be hiding all sorts of problems that could even
spell bankruptcy. So how do you: Know whether a company is well run and doing
well? Decide which ratios and benchmarks to use to assess performance? Work out
if a company has massaged its results? Recognise the danger signs on the
corporate horizon? Compare companies operating in different sectors or countries?
These and many other important questions are answered in a completely updated
and revised sixth edition of this clear and comprehensive guide. It is aimed at
anyone who wants to understand a company's annual report, judge a customer's
creditworthiness, assess a company's investment potential, and much more.

Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS
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Do you want to build web pages but have no prior experience? This friendly guide
is the perfect place to start. You’ll begin at square one, learning how the web and
web pages work, and then steadily build from there. By the end of the book, you’ll
have the skills to create a simple site with multicolumn pages that adapt for mobile
devices. Each chapter provides exercises to help you learn various techniques and
short quizzes to make sure you understand key concepts. This thoroughly revised
edition is ideal for students and professionals of all backgrounds and skill levels. It
is simple and clear enough for beginners, yet thorough enough to be a useful
reference for experienced developers keeping their skills up to date. Build HTML
pages with text, links, images, tables, and forms Use style sheets (CSS) for colors,
backgrounds, formatting text, page layout, and even simple animation effects
Learn how JavaScript works and why the language is so important in web design
Create and optimize web images so they’ll download as quickly as possible NEW!
Use CSS Flexbox and Grid for sophisticated and flexible page layout NEW! Learn
the ins and outs of Responsive Web Design to make web pages look great on all
devices NEW! Become familiar with the command line, Git, and other tools in the
modern web developer’s toolkit NEW! Get to know the super-powers of SVG
graphics

Asterisk
Every enterprise application creates data, whether it’s log messages, metrics, user
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activity, outgoing messages, or something else. And how to move all of this data
becomes nearly as important as the data itself. If you’re an application architect,
developer, or production engineer new to Apache Kafka, this practical guide shows
you how to use this open source streaming platform to handle real-time data
feeds. Engineers from Confluent and LinkedIn who are responsible for developing
Kafka explain how to deploy production Kafka clusters, write reliable event-driven
microservices, and build scalable stream-processing applications with this
platform. Through detailed examples, you’ll learn Kafka’s design principles,
reliability guarantees, key APIs, and architecture details, including the replication
protocol, the controller, and the storage layer. Understand publish-subscribe
messaging and how it fits in the big data ecosystem. Explore Kafka producers and
consumers for writing and reading messages Understand Kafka patterns and usecase requirements to ensure reliable data delivery Get best practices for building
data pipelines and applications with Kafka Manage Kafka in production, and learn
to perform monitoring, tuning, and maintenance tasks Learn the most critical
metrics among Kafka’s operational measurements Explore how Kafka’s stream
delivery capabilities make it a perfect source for stream processing systems

JavaScript Patterns
Learn everything you need to master the AdonisJs framework, including topics such
as interacting with a database, rendering templates, writing asynchronous code,
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and hosting sites with SSL. Along the way, you’ll see how to build a commerce
application, which lists products and allows shoppers to register and purchase
those products. The site will feature a product catalog, a shopping cart, user
registration and login, and profile management. The Definitive Guide to AdonisJs
also covers how to create a front-end build chain, so that you can use a modern
front-end framework, such as React. You’ll discover how to connect your front end
to the server, so that data and transactions can be shared between the two.
Finally, you’ll see how to secure and deploy the application to a virtual private
server, including how to apply for and install an SSL certificate and start accepting
payments. After reading and using this book, you’ll know all you need about
AdonisJs. You’ll have the tools to turn that side-project you’ve been thinking about
into a real money-making product. It is written by a web expert and reviewed by
the AdonisJs project lead. This is the complete start-to-finish guide you’ve been
waiting for. What You'll Learn Set up Node.js and AdonisJs, so that you can start
building your application Create and use views and template code Implement
cooperative multitasking, in JavaScript Represent eventual values with AdonisJs
promises Organize and isolate your code in controllers and decorate them with
middleware, to do things like authentication Build queries, using the Lucid DSL,
and package these database entities up into model classes Validate form data and
respond with the appropriate error messages Respond to general framework errors
with custom error pages Learn the deeper parts of sessions and cookies Update
the state of the user interface with WebSockets Host AdonisJs applications in a
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modern hosting environment Who This Book Is For Readers should have a
functional understanding of JavaScript.

Java Programming
Jython is an open source implementation of the high-level, dynamic, objectoriented scripting language Python seamlessly integrated with the Java platform.
The predecessor to Jython, JPython, is certified as 100% Pure Java. Jython is freely
available for both commercial and noncommercial use and is distributed with
source code. Jython is complementary to Java. The Definitive Guide to Jython,
written by the official Jython team leads, covers Jython 2.5 (or 2.5.x)—from the
basics to more advanced features. This book begins with a brief introduction to the
language and then journeys through Jython’s different features and uses. The
Definitive Guide to Jython is organized for beginners as well as advanced users of
the language. The book provides a general overview of the Jython language itself,
but it also includes intermediate and advanced topics regarding database, web,
and graphical user interface (GUI) applications; Web services/SOA; and integration,
concurrency, and parallelism, to name a few.

JavaScript
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Learn how to use, deploy, and maintain Apache Spark with this comprehensive
guide, written by the creators of the open-source cluster-computing framework.
With an emphasis on improvements and new features in Spark 2.0, authors Bill
Chambers and Matei Zaharia break down Spark topics into distinct sections, each
with unique goals. You’ll explore the basic operations and common functions of
Spark’s structured APIs, as well as Structured Streaming, a new high-level API for
building end-to-end streaming applications. Developers and system administrators
will learn the fundamentals of monitoring, tuning, and debugging Spark, and
explore machine learning techniques and scenarios for employing MLlib, Spark’s
scalable machine-learning library. Get a gentle overview of big data and Spark
Learn about DataFrames, SQL, and Datasets—Spark’s core APIs—through worked
examples Dive into Spark’s low-level APIs, RDDs, and execution of SQL and
DataFrames Understand how Spark runs on a cluster Debug, monitor, and tune
Spark clusters and applications Learn the power of Structured Streaming, Spark’s
stream-processing engine Learn how you can apply MLlib to a variety of problems,
including classification or recommendation

JavaScript: The Definitive Guide
How can you overcome JavaScript language oddities and unsafe features? With this
book, you’ll learn how to create code that’s beautiful, safe, and simple to
understand and test by using JavaScript’s functional programming support. Author
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Michael Fogus shows you how to apply functional-style concepts with
Underscore.js, a JavaScript library that facilitates functional programming
techniques. Sample code is available on GitHub at https://github.com/funjs/booksource. Fogus helps you think in a functional way to help you minimize complexity
in the programs you build. If you’re a JavaScript programmer hoping to learn
functional programming techniques, or a functional programmer looking to learn
JavaScript, this book is the ideal introduction. Use applicative programming
techniques with first-class functions Understand how and why you might leverage
variable scoping and closures Delve into higher-order functions—and learn how
they take other functions as arguments for maximum advantage Explore ways to
compose new functions from existing functions Get around JavaScript’s limitations
for using recursive functions Reduce, hide, or eliminate the footprint of state
change in your programs Practice flow-based programming with chains and
functional pipelines Discover how to code without using classes

Speaking JavaScript
Java Programming, Fourth Edition provides the beginning programmer with a guide
to developing applications and applets using the Java programming language. Java
is popular among professional programmers because it can be used to build
visually interesting GUI and Web-based applications. Java also provides an
excellent environment for the beginning programmer - a student quickly can build
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useful programs while learning the basics of structured and object-oriented
programming techniques.

Kafka: The Definitive Guide
JavaScript is at the heart of almost every modern Web application, whether it's
Google Apps, Twitter, or the newest browser-based game. Though it's simple for
beginners to pick up and play with, JavaScript is not a toy—it's a flexible and
complex language that can be used to build full-scale applications. Eloquent
JavaScript dives into this flourishing language and teaches you to write code that's
beautiful and effective. By immersing you in example code and encouraging
experimentation right from the start, the author quickly gives you the tools you
need to build your own programs. As you follow along with examples like an
artificial life simulation and a version of the classic game Sokoban, you'll learn to:
–Understand the essential elements of programming: syntax, control, and data
–Use object-oriented and functional programming techniques to organize and
clarify your programs –Script the browser and make basic Web applications –Work
with tools like regular expressions and XMLHttpRequest objects And since
programming is an art that's best learned by doing, all example code is available
online in an interactive sandbox for you to experiment with. With Eloquent
JavaScript as your guide, you can tweak, expand, and modify the author's code, or
throw it away and build your own creations from scratch. Before you know it, you'll
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be fluent in the language of the Web.

JavaScript Bible
What's the best approach for developing an application with JavaScript? This book
helps you answer that question with numerous JavaScript coding patterns and best
practices. If you're an experienced developer looking to solve problems related to
objects, functions, inheritance, and other language-specific categories, the
abstractions and code templates in this guide are ideal—whether you're using
JavaScript to write a client-side, server-side, or desktop application. Written by
JavaScript expert Stoyan Stefanov—Senior Yahoo! Technical and architect of YSlow
2.0, the web page performance optimization tool—JavaScript Patterns includes
practical advice for implementing each pattern discussed, along with several handson examples. You'll also learn about anti-patterns: common programming
approaches that cause more problems than they solve. Explore useful habits for
writing high-quality JavaScript code, such as avoiding globals, using single var
declarations, and more Learn why literal notation patterns are simpler alternatives
to constructor functions Discover different ways to define a function in JavaScript
Create objects that go beyond the basic patterns of using object literals and
constructor functions Learn the options available for code reuse and inheritance in
JavaScript Study sample JavaScript approaches to common design patterns such as
Singleton, Factory, Decorator, and more Examine patterns that apply specifically to
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the client-side browser environment

Functional JavaScript
This is an exciting time to learn JavaScript. Now that the latest JavaScript
specification—ECMAScript 6.0 (ES6)—has been finalized, learning how to develop
high-quality applications with this language is easier and more satisfying than
ever. This practical book takes programmers (amateurs and pros alike) on a nononsense tour of ES6, along with some related tools and techniques. Author Ethan
Brown (Web Development with Node and Express) not only guides you through
simple and straightforward topics (variables, control flow, arrays), but also covers
complex concepts such as functional and asynchronous programming. You’ll learn
how to create powerful and responsive web applications on the client, or with
Node.js on the server. Use ES6 today and transcompile code to portable ES5
Translate data into a format that JavaScript can use Understand the basic usage
and mechanics of JavaScript functions Explore objects and object-oriented
programming Tackle new concepts such as iterators, generators, and proxies
Grasp the complexities of asynchronous programming Work with the Document
Object Model for browser-based apps Learn Node.js fundamentals for developing
server-side applications
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The Definitive Guide to AdonisJs
HTML has been on a wild ride. Sure, HTML started as a mere markup language, but
more recently HTML’s put on some major muscle. Now we’ve got a language tuned
for building web applications with Web storage, 2D drawing, offline support,
sockets and threads, and more. And to speak this language you’ve got to go
beyond HTML5 markup and into the world of the DOM, events, and JavaScript APIs.
Now you probably already know all about HTML markup (otherwise known as
structure) and you know all aboutCSS style (presentation), but what you’ve been
missing is JavaScript (behavior). If all you know about are structure and
presentation, you can create some great looking pages, but they’re still just pages.
When you add behavior with JavaScript, you can create an interactive experience;
even better, you can create full blown web applications. Head First HTML5
Programming is your ultimate tour guide to creating web applications with HTML5
and JavaScript, and we give you everything you need to know to build them,
including: how to add interactivity to your pages, how to communicate with the
world of Web services, and how to use the great new APIs being developed for
HTML5. Here are just some of the things you’ll learn in Head First HTML5
Programing: Learn how to make your pages truly interactive by using the power of
the DOM. Finally understand how JavaScript works and take yourself from novice to
well-informed in just a few chapters. Learn how JavaScript APIs fit into the HTML5
ecosystem, and how to use any API in your web pages. Use the Geolocation API to
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know where your users are. Bring out your inner artist with Canvas, HTML5’s new
2D drawing surface. Go beyond just plugging a video into your pages, and create
custom video experiences. Learn the secret to grabbing five megabytes of storage
in every user’s browser. Improve your page’s responsiveness and performance
with Web workers. And much more.
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